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Oakville Gymnastics Club Brings
the Christmas Party to Town!

Ugly here, ugly there, UGLY Christmas SWEATERS, Everywhere!
On Saturday, November 18th, Oakville Gymnastics Club showed their Christmas and community spirit
as they took their "Ugly Christmas Sweater Party" to downtown Oakville and Kerr Village in celebration
of the Oakville Santa Claus Parade's "Christmas Through the Years".
Our talented tumbling gymnasts, festive music and lots of enthusiastic honking, boldly announced
OGC's arrival on the scene. "Here comes the Oakville Gymnastics Club, and THEY ARE LOUD!" was
the introduction made by parade commentators, Deb Tymstra and Tina Depko.
(Continued on next page…)
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The sea of ugly sweaters, which are now, "all the rage," was
impossible to miss as it rolled through town and inspired great
candor amongst broadcasters and viewers alike. The float itself, for
those who did not have the privilege of seeing it on parade day, was
a vivid display of Christmas dinner past and present, featuring
enthusiastic gymnasts of all ages and disciplines. Seated around a
giant banquet table set with a complete paper mache feast with all
the trimmings, younger athletes shared the warmth of the holiday
season, greeting the crowd with smiles and waves. Older athletes
entertained the spectators and inspired cheers and admiration by
tumbling through the wet streets, performing elevated acro holds
while walking and handing out candy canes. While the weather
may have been a bit wet, it certainly didn't dampen the kids'
spirits. United by their colourful attire, members of the OGC
conveyed outstanding community spirit, the joy of gymnastics and
the sense of family that our athletes and families are fortunate to
share.
While it is still unknown whether or not the Oakville Gymnastics
Club had an official winning float, they definitely had winning
attitudes!
Many thanks to float organizers Kerry Spalding, Terry Lister and
Bryan Turgeon for putting it all together, and to the many gymnasts
and parent volunteers who made this such a successful community
event. A special thank you to Charger Logistics for supplying the
flatbed and the happy honking driver, without which, there would
have been no float, and to Dare Foods, for supplying our little elves
with post-parade gummies.
See you all again next year, when OGC comes to town!
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HOW TO GROW AN ATHLETE
HOW TO TRAIN YOUR CONFIDENCE
By Sarah Gallagher, Mental Performance Coach, MHK, BSc.
"Confidence" is a word that is used quite
frequently in sport. It’s heard all the time from
every perspective- the athletes themselves,
coaches, parents and even the commentators on
TV. But what exactly is confidence and how can
it be trained or enhanced?
There are two types of self-confidence relevant
to sport; physical confidence and self-regulatory
confidence. Physical confidence deals with the
physical aspect of the sport and is likely what is
being referred to when a comment is made on an
athlete’s “confidence level”. Physical confidence
includes skill execution, physical fitness, and the
ability to learn new skills. On the other hand,
self-regulatory confidence involves the mental
side and includes cognitive management,
emotional management and resilience.
Physical confidence is needed first and
foremost. If an athlete doesn’t trust in his or her
ability to successfully execute the necessary
skills, it simply won’t happen. All athletes are
constantly training their physical confidence
through practice, while most don’t pay much, if
any, attention to the development of their selfregulatory confidence. An athlete’s level of selfregulatory confidence is completely dependent
on the strength of his or her mental skills, which
are developed through mental training, and is
one of the many good reasons why all athletes
should include a regular mental training

component to
their training
regime. When
physical
confidence is
combined with
self-regulatory
confidence, a
level of world
class unwavered
confidence can be created and the likelihood of
a successful performance greatly increases.
These two types of confidence relate differently
to an athlete’s performance. Physical confidence
is predictive of performance immediately
following an intense training period. When an
athlete goes through the grind of preparing for
the competitive season, the tougher this grind,
the more successful the initial performance will
be. This isn’t to say that to ensure success athletes
must push themselves beyond their limits to
make the grind harder. The intense training
period must not only be intense, but must also
entail consistent successful execution of the
necessary skills. The more often athletes are
successful during an intense practice, the more
confident they will be in their ability to perform
in competition. This is the obvious side of
confidence that everyone knows about; perform
(Continued on next page…)
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your skills in practice when things are gruelling,
and you will trust that you can perform them in
competition. You will be confident in your
ability.
In contrast, self-regulatory confidence is a strong
predictor of performance later in the season in
higher pressure games or competitions. Selfregulatory confidence is when an athlete
believes he or she has full control over his or her
abilities to focus, manage emotions and cope
with obstacles and distractions. This type of
confidence is critical in buffering the negative
effects of nervousness and anxiety on an athlete’s
performance. An athlete with a higher level of
self-regulatory confidence has a stronger mental
skill set and is therefore better at managing
emotions, controlling focus and blocking out
distractions. These athletes can tolerate a higher
level of arousal before experiencing decrements
in performance, and so can handle greater
amounts of stress, nerves, fear, etc. before their
performance will suffer.
In addition, athletes who feel in control of their
emotions and focus have better coping abilities
and respond in pressurized situations with
increased effort, persistence and performance.

For athletes who doubt their ability to cope,
anxiety becomes debilitating because they
withdraw effort based on their belief that they
cannot control themselves or their environments.
Athletes must believe they can control all aspects
of their mental state in order to perform well,
despite how strong their physical skill set is.
Entering a competition setting with a strong skill
set is great, but if the athlete does not believe he
or she has control of the emotions, thoughts,
focus and distractions that come with
competition, it will be much harder to execute
those physical skills.
So, having a good amount of physical
confidence is only half of the equation. An
athlete can absolutely experience success relying
only on physical confidence. But why enter
competition with only half of the equation? By
adding a sense of self-regulatory confidence, an
athlete is fully equipped with both halves and so
the likelihood for success doubles.
To answer the original question posed in this
article; yes, confidence can be trained. In order
to maximize the level of confidence, it must be
trained both on the playing field during practices
and off with some focused mental training!
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OGC Acro at World Trials
You could easily be forgiven for being unfamiliar with the upcoming 2018 World Age Group Acrobatic
Gymnastics Competition in Antwerp, Belgium (“Worlds”). As a gymnastics discipline that is still
establishing itself in Canada, coverage and widespread awareness of acro events, even major ones, is
still minimal. But for the 41 Canadian gymnasts vying for a spot to represent their country at this
prestigious biennial event in April, little else has been on their mind for months. Competing for your
country at Worlds represents the culmination of years of hard work. It is an opportunity to compete
amongst the best across the globe and is as close to the pinnacle of an athletic career as most reach in
this sport.1

It is with this at stake, that over the weekend of December 2-3, 2017, acrobatic gymnasts from across
the country descended upon Airdrie, Alberta (just outside of Calgary,) to compete at the Canadian
Acrobatic Gymnastics World team trials. Held at Airdrie Edge Gymnastics, these trials served as the
Canadian selection event for Worlds.
(Continued on next page…)
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OGC was extremely proud to send 20 acrobatic gymnasts to the trials in the hopes of securing spots
across the 7 categories Gymnastics Canada will be sending. The rules were straightforward- only the top
2 partnerships in each category would be selected and a minimum score (which varied by category,)
had to be reached in order to qualify. Under the guidance of coaches Scott Middleton and Greg Boosey,
OGC rose to the occasion and all 20 of our athletes were selected.
MEET THE NEWEST OGC MEMBERS OF
TEAM CANADA HEADING TO WORLDS 2018:
Women’s Pair 11-16 – Vanessa Nunez/Mira
Boubou
Women’s Group 11-16 – Marie-Ève Charette/
Sydney White/Olivia Beram
Men’s Pair 11-16 – Max Hendershot/Kristian Diana
Mixed Pair 11-16 – Theo Rots-Chan/Mila DiSalle
Women’s Pair 12-18 – Mikaela Pingol/Juliana
Summers
Women’s Group 12-18 – Ally Swanepoel/Emma
Shemko/Ally Attard
Women’s Group 13-19 – Alexandra D’Souza/Erin
Oswald/Charlotte Penner; and Kiana Wilson/
Ashlee Chan/Kiara Kacvinsky
Congratulations to all! We look forward to
cheering for Team Canada this Spring!2
___________________________________________
1Although not currently an Olympic sport, acrobatic gymnastics who
qualify can compete in the World Games. It was also announced that
acro mixed pairs will be included in the 2018 Youth Olympic Games.
2The remainder of Team Canada is from Calgary Acro including 11-16
women’s pair Ava Gokiert/Evelina Merkulov; 11-16 women’s group
Amelia Magdich/Brenley Martin/Ana Zorilla; and 12-18 women’s
group Lauren Bligh/Camille Calvo/Emma Carlton.

By: Stephanie Clendenning
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Great Debut for Oakville Tumblers at the FIG
2017 Trampoline and Tumbling World Age
Group Competition in Sofia, Bulgaria!
CONGRATULATIONS BEN RYBKA, EMILY HARRISON AND HELEN DONG!
This was the first time that these three tumblers
walked out onto the world stage at the biggest
and most prestigious event in the sport of power
tumbling! Just qualifying for the event and
having the honour to represent Canada was a
feat in and of itself. Only a total of 10 tumblers
in Canada qualified and three of them were from
the Oakville Gymnastics Club. Ben Rybka
qualified for
the boys 15-16
age group and
both Emily
Harrison and
Helen Dong
qualified for
the girls 13-14
age group.
Out of the two
national events
to qualify
annually, both
Ben and Emily
secured their
spots at
Canada Cup in Calgary in May and Helen
followed suit at the National Championships in
Oshawa in July.
While the summer seems like a natural time to
rest, relax and enjoy the completion of a
successful season, it was just the beginning for
this trio. There was a lot of hard work to be done
and new skills to perfect during training sessions

leading up to the competition in November. The
three tumblers worked harder than they ever had
to at this time of year. For tumblers, the
competitive season doesn’t usually start until
January or February with the first qualifier, so
they definitely felt the pressure but they also felt
the anticipation and excitement of competing at
such a huge international event!
From the day
they left on
November 12th
to when they
returned on
November
20th, they
travelled as a
team together
with Team
Canada. They
arrived on
November 13th
and had a few
days to get
used to the
venue and the equipment before their individual
competitions. Emily and Helen competed on the
first day of competition, November 16th. Emily
ranked 13th and Helen ranked 25th out of 34 girls
in their age group. Ben competed on day two of
the competition and finished 21st out of 34 boys
in his age group. A great showing for competing
at the World Age Group for the very first time!
(Continued on next page…)
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After their own competition, the three still had a few days to enjoy their time in Bulgaria, cheering on
the other Canadians, making new friends and sight-seeing. They all had so much to say about their
experience.

How did you feel about being at the World Age Group Championships for the very first time?
Emily – I felt good! There was definitely more pressure! It was scary but I think I did pretty good. I also
realized that other teams are really good too, like Great Britain.
Ben – It was cool to see how big the venue is and how many people I was competing against. I really
liked the floor that we were competing on. It was a good track.
Helen – It was such a surreal feeling, representing Canada on the world stage. The competition venue
was huge and not like the ones at Nationals or Provincials. It was so cool watching all the competitors
because everyone there was extremely talented and it was an amazing experience. It allowed me to see
how phenomenal other countries are in tumbling.
What did you like about the experience?
Emily – The people I met were really nice; both the rest of Team Canada and the competitors from
other countries. I enjoyed trading our Canada t-shirts for other country t-shirts. I have an Australia tshirt and a Germany t-shirt. I also got a pin from Egypt and a France flag. I think Helen traded 10 tshirts! I also enjoyed walking around the city of Sofia together with my group.
Ben – The rest of the people on Team Canada were cool! I liked the fact that we had a few days before
the competition to get used to the equipment and the venue. I traded my Canada t-shirts too and have
an Australia shirt and a France jacket.
Helen – I loved being able to meet new people from around the world and to even trade things with
them (shirts and pins). It was a good way to get to know other gymnasts and also bring home a
souvenir. It was so much fun to compete in Sofia because it was the biggest competition I have ever
competed at. Something I definitely enjoyed doing was hanging out with the rest of Team Canada and
just bonding with my teammates.
(Continued on next page…)
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How do you think your experience in Sofia
will help you this season?
Emily – I realized that I need to do bigger skills
because I feel that I might not place if I don’t. I
know how it works so I won’t be as nervous. I
also know that I can compete with the world
now and I know what to do to get there!
Ben – I’m more confident in my tumbling!
Helen – This experience will help me this year
in feeling more confident when I go out to
compete at Nationals and Provincials and even
just in general training. It has motivated me to
continue to progress and work extremely hard to
reach some of my goals.

What are your goals this year?
Emily – I want to make the Junior Team this year
and also qualify for the World Age Group again.
Ben – I would like to make the junior level and
go back to “Worlds” again, but make it to finals
this time.
Helen – My goals now are to work on some
harder passes in training so I could potentially
even make the next “Worlds” team but mostly,
just to realize that I am getting better at each and
every training. I plan on mobilizing to Junior or
even just get personal bests at my competitions
this season. That will satisfy me enough!

(Continued on next page…)
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What was most memorable to you?
Emily - Coming in 13th place at my first “Worlds”!
Ben – All the new people that I met and seeing my name, picture and Canadian flag on the big screen!
Helen – Stepping out on the competition floor right before I went to compete and just looking around
the venue in awe of how many people were watching! It felt amazing just to know that I conquered
competing at the biggest competition of my life.
By: Jennifer Sweetland

_______________________________

2018 Elite Canada in Men's and Women's
Artistic Gymnastics
Elite Canada is one of the primary national competitions which brings together the top athletes from
across Canada from the novice, junior, and senior categories. In men’s artistic gymnastics, the event will
identify the top junior and senior athletes for the competitive season and is part of the selection process
for the national teams. In women’s artistic gymnastics, gymnasts in the novice, junior, and senior
categories will seek qualification for High Performance status, which gives them the right to compete in
those categories at Canadian Championships and to be eligible to be considered for national teams and
potential international competitions.

WHEN: January 31-February 4, 2018
WHERE: Telus Stadium - Laval University, Quebec, QC
HOSTED BY: Gymnastique Québec & Club de gymnastique Québec
Performance
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OGC Hosts the GO Acro Training Camp
It was an unusually busy Saturday at OGC’s acro
facility. Amid clouds of chalk dust, the gym floor
was bustling with young gymnasts eager to refine
their skills, gain invaluable insights from
experienced clinicians and hopefully, make
some new friends along the way.
Late this past November, OGC played host to
the Gymnastics Ontario Acro Provincial Stream
Training Camp for all level 5-7 acro gymnasts.
With approximately 60 participants aged 6 to 15
from 4 different clubs, (OGC, Gymnastics
Mississauga, Futures, and Toronto Gymnastics
International “TGI”) the camp provided an
excellent opportunity for acro athletes and
coaches from across the province to work
together collaboratively. The overall sentiment by
all who attended was that the event was a great
success.

The partnership portion was led by OGC’s own
acro coach, Scott Middleton. Prior to his arrival
at OGC, Middleton worked for many years as
part of the coaching team for Great Britain. With
over 26 years of experience as a competitive
gymnast and elite coach, it was clear that his
feedback was valued tremendously by athletes
and coaches alike.
The tumbling portion was led by clinician,
Vessie from Futures Gymnastics. Vessie
competed in acro at the national and

Following the requisite introductions and warm
up, the day kicked off with a rotation between
partnership skills and tumbling. The floor quickly
filled with pairs and groups working on holds,
throws and catches, while the coaches circulated
the room providing guidance and feedback.

(Continued on next page…)
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international level for Bulgaria. As a current
provincial level coach in Ontario, she was able
to share her expertise by assisting with tumbling,
individual elements, and handstand drills.

routines for the World Gymnaestrada, Stapleton
was a wonderful resource, benefitting the entire
group.
Travelling in from Waterloo, judge feedback
was offered by Mia Romano, a former acro
gymnast and current FIG level 2 judge. Providing
tips to be applied to the performance aspect of
their routines, Romano’s insights rounded out the
program perfectly.
As the day dwindled to an end and all that was
left behind were chalky footprints and forgotten
water bottles, it is what the athletes took home
with them that resonated most. Each and every
participant worked tirelessly throughout the day
and as a result of their hard work and the
clinicians’ expertise, they left with improvements
in their partnership skills, individual elements,
tumbling, choreography and overall
performance.

The second half of the day focused on
choreography and judge feedback. Athletes had
the opportunity to work on their dance with
choreographer Mireille Stapleton from TGI. With
over 30 years of experience in gymnastics
choreography and having choreographed

Training camps are designed to be intensive
and while there may not have been any
campfires or games going on here, one thing was
evident to all in attendance– these athletes came
to play.
By: Stephanie Clendenning
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Bringin' Home the Bling!
Charlie struggled on bars but put forth an
awesome 3rd place beam routine that resulted in
an all-around 6th place finish. Charlie will join
Team Ontario in Anaheim this coming January.
Congratulations!
Mackenzie used Tour Selection to work on some
high-level skills she will need for National
competition. As always, she impressed the
audience with her packed, high skill routines and
had a spectacular vault that earned her a silver
medal. She is an alternate for Team Ontario.
And so it begins …
Competition season for OGC’s Women’s Artistic
Program (WAG) started out with a roar as the
team officially put everyone on notice … they
are a force to be reckoned with this season!

The first qualifier of the season was hosted by
Twisters Gymnastics Club in Orangeville on
November 25th and 26th. It is the first of 4
qualifiers that the WAG program will be
attending this season.

The first meet of each season is Tour Selection.
Athletes 13 years + compete for the opportunity
to represent Team Ontario at an away meet
typically held in January of each year. Unlike
most competitions, this meet does not separate
the athletes into age divisions. Here, athletes
competed to earn one of 8 spots in each level to
represent Team Ontario at the California Grand
National in Anaheim, California.
Tour Selection was hosted by Quinte Bay
Gymnastics in Belleville, Ontario from
November 10th to 12th. Avery Brown, Sydney
Nash, Charlotte Lister and Mackenzie Robinson
attended, representing OGC. The competition
served as a good warm up for qualifiers.
Avery placed 11th with a beautiful floor routine,
a great vault and a good bar routine, while
Sydney demonstrated the outstanding amount of
fight in her with a tremendous save on bars.

(Continued on next page…)
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I was so proud to walk into Twisters on Saturday
with such a large group of terrific athletes. Young
Sydney Snowden started the competition off with
2 Gold, 1 Silver and 2 Bronze Medals in Level 7
competition. Our Level 8 team followed with
some great performances of their own. Taylor
Spalding claimed 2nd overall in the Level 8, age
13 division.
Finishing out the day was Oakville’s Level 9 and
10 athletes. Charlotte Lister earned a Silver AllAround medal but was most pleased about her
Gold medal bar routine.

Our younger level 9 athletes, Eliane Cousin and
Lauren Feaver, had some ups and downs but
came home with 4 medals combined.
In Level 9 – 14/15 years, Soraya Shahani earned
a medal on every apparatus. She and Avery
Brown finished 2nd and 3rd overall respectively,
while Sydney Nash looked up at the audience
with an incredulous “is that MY score???” look
on her face, after a high scoring Gold medal
vault.
Sunday’s competition was just as much of a
success. During an all-day Level 6 competition,
Leona Liao won her age group and walked away
with 3 Gold Medals and 2 Silver. Seren Jackson
claimed a Silver All-Around medal with a terrific
Gold medal floor routine, silver medal on bars
and bronze on vault. Addison NG earned silver
on beam, bronze on bars and bronze overall.
Now, to say Natalie Wiberg had a “rough” week
leading up to competition would be an
understatement (she had been in the hospital).
(Continued on next page…)
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Our girls are tough though, and Natalie walked
away with two Gold medals on floor and beam,
narrowly beating out her fellow teammate,
Cassidy Imrie, who earned a Silver on beam.

In Level 6 age 12, Vivian Hill stood high on the
podium, sporting 4 medals around her neck.
Congratulations to all of our athletes! Every one
of them had a success story to tell about this
weekend’s competition and I wish we had room
to write about them all. However, if the
performances this weekend were any indication,
there will be plenty more success stories to write
about throughout the season.

19
Silver
Medals
19
Bronze
Medals

14
Gold
Medals

By: Km Hughes

MAG Competes in Snowy Ottawa
OGC’s Men’s Artistic Program started their competitive season off in snowy Ottawa this December.
There were many successes throughout the weekend, and the boys were very well-prepared for their
routines so early in the season.
Long time OGC member, Evan Smeets started off
the competition competing in the National Open
category and claimed a Bronze medal on p-bars,
and came 5th All-Around. In level 4 13+, Keagan
Mulvey brought home a Bronze medal on p-bars,
and a Bronze medal on rings. Nathan Wu had a
consistent performance across all events and just
missed the podium with a 4th place finish AllAround.

(Continued on next page…)
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In level 3 (10-12), Denis Chuprys, Carlos Ortega-Zarate
and Will McIntyre added a presence on the podium
placing 4th, 5th, and 6th All-Around respectively and
coming home with four event medals combined. Vince
Olivio-Espinosa competing in level 3 (13-17) earned a
Gold on high bar, Silver on vault, and a Bronze on p-bars.
Adding to OGC’s medal count, in level 2 William Pokou
earned a Silver on high bar, and Oscar Davies earned a
Bronze on pommel. In level 1, another Gold medal was
awarded to Jensen Gray on vault. Four Silver medals went
to Joss Roy on pommel, Turner Hames on vault, and twins
Hugh and Hilton McDowell tied on pommel in their age
category. Finally five more Bronze medals for OGC were
earned by Sam Guillemette on floor, pommel and vault, a
fourth by Joss Roy on rings, and a fifth by Garnet Schultz
on pommel.
Congratulations to all our OGC MAG athletes, I know
many of you received ribbons and have improved so
much over the course of the last year. We look forward to
following your progress over the next few months.

By: Heidi Rampersad
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Meet the Gymnast–Matthew Henry
Matthew Henry is an 11 year-old grade 5 student who attends L’école
Patricia-Picknell in Oakville. Following a friend’s suggestion, Matthew
joined OGC just over 2 years ago in September 2015. He first started
at the recreational level and quickly caught the attention of the Acro
coach, Don Holmes. Matthew tried his hand at Acro, but soon realized
he really loved the tumbling part of his Acro training the most. After
making the leap to tumbling in February 2016, Power Tumbling has
become a very large part of Matthew’s life.
“I love flipping through the air.” He described his feelings during a
recent school talent show; “I love to show everyone what I am able to
do. I just love EVERYTHING about it!” He is currently training to
compete at Provincial 2 level.
2017 proved to be a tremendously successful year for Matthew in
terms of medals – two Golds! His first was earned at the Eastern
Canadian Gymnastics Championships and his second, at the Ontario
Gymnastics Championships.
The Eastern Championships was one of his most memorable moments.
Although he was a gold medalist, Matthew truly enjoyed the actual
experience of just being there. I could see his enthusiasm when he
said, “it was a really cool thing to have been a part of.”
Before tumbling, Matthew dabbled in Tae Kwon Do and successfully
attained his red belt. Today, in Matthew’s spare time, he enjoys going
for walks, reading, studying, and watching power tumbling on
YouTube. At a younger age, his mother recalls, “Matthew was selftaught. He taught himself gym skills on YouTube and then practiced
these new skills on the front lawn.”
Coach Rob admires Matthew’s work ethics and positive attitude. “The
reason why Matthew excels in this sport is because he works hard and
he stays focused while he trains. He always pushes to do the bigger
harder skills. He has a great attitude and always has a smile on at the
gym!”
Above all the amazing skills Matthew possesses, the one that stands
out is his ability to excel under pressure. Although, he is sometimes
really nervous at his competitions, he is able to talk himself
through the stress; “I can do this now. I have done it before.“

(Continued on next page…)
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Matthew continuously looks to improve. He is
happy with his double twist and is currently
working on his Provincial 3 (P3) pass. Looking
forward to 2018, Matthew notes, “I would like
to qualify for the Eastern Championships and
Ontario again this year.” His long-term dream
is to go to the World Championships!
Matthew identifies himself first and foremost as
a “Tumbler”. He is strongly motivated by the
thought that "I get to live my passion
everyday.”

It is easy to see that Matthew's energy is self-generated and he does it because he loves it! He adds:
“When I go for my pass, I try to give it my all. I like the sport a lot. Tumbling is just awesome!” He also
says he looks up to his OGC teammates, Michael Chaves (who recently moved away,) and Ben Ribka,
because he gets to see them at the Oakville Gymnastics Club”. Danish World Tumbler, Anders Wesch
also inspires Matthew on another level. “He has a lot of power – all the power tumblers have a lot of
power, but to me, Anders is a better tumbler. I also like his personality too. He has a blog, a private
YouTube channel and I get to see his life outside of the gym.”
Anna, Matthew's mother, says “Matthew always brings a positive attitude with him wherever he goes,
be it at training or at competitions. He supports his peers and cheers everyone on. He is very
encouraging and very humble for what he accomplishes.”
Matthew’s advice to other aspiring tumblers: "Give it your all, tumble with passion, listen to your
coaches, don’t give up, and most of all…HAVE FUN!!!"
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Meet the Coach! — Featuring Oliver Ralph
Oliver Ralph is a long-time member of the OGC community who was a men’s artistic gymnast for 11
years and is now coaching a 6-hour group in the MAG program!
At 17, Oliver is a Grade 12 student at Abbey Park High School and enjoys business studies and
personal fitness. He has been training 20 hours a week in the MAG Program, and now coaches 6-8
hours in both the competitive and recreational programs as well. As a high school senior, Oliver strives
daily to balance school and the sport of gymnastics. He is committed to gymnastics and has learned to
prioritize his time effectively.

As a gymnast, he “can tell the athletes exactly what to see and feel every time they are learning
something new.” He is also able to demonstrate everything! His favourite event is the pommel horse.
Over the years, Oliver has worked with many coaches. When asked what he appreciates most about
the Oakville Gym and the MAG coaching staff, Oliver, a naturally out-going person, said that they gave
him confidence! “There is an atmosphere where it feels like anything is possible. Whenever someone is
close to a new skill, the whole program gets behind each other and that motivated myself and the other
athletes to be the best they can be.”
Oliver started coaching in the Rec Program when he was in Grade 9 and was able to complete his 40
volunteer hours as a Recreational “Coach- In-Training” (CIT). Since then, Oliver has taken advantage of
the many opportunities presented to him by OGC, such as upgrading his coaching certifications,
creating an advanced boys recreational program and coaching a competitive group.
Currently, Oliver is trained in first aid, injury prevention, and has his level 1 judging as well as his level
2 women's and trampoline. He is working towards completing his level 2 men's.
“If someone told me in grade 9 that I would be a competitive coach by my final year of high school, I
would not have believed them.”

(Continued on next page…)
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Oliver’s Coaching Style:
When working with his own athletes, Oliver
believes that the most important job as a coach is
to make sure his athletes are good people before
good gymnasts. Sound familiar? Oliver says he
learned this from Coach Dave.
At every competition, he remembers Greg
telling him short funny stories to calm his nerves
while waiting for the judges to raise the green
flag. This is a tradition he will continue with his
own athletes to help them get into the perfect
mindset to compete.
Respect is the most important thing Oliver
believes he can teach his athletes. Gymnasts
need to respect their coach. “I want every coach
to want to work with my athletes because they
are respectful.”
His hope for his coaching legacy? “I want my
athletes to remember me as a role model and a
motivator. I constantly tell my boys that anything
is possible, they just have to never give up.”
Thinking about Oakville Gym’s Coach in Training (CIT) Program?
This program gives coaching candidates a feel for the job and helps them decide whether it is for them
or not. For more information, email Lauren Cohen, Recreational Program Manager, at
l.cohen@oakvillegym.com, or visit our website at http://www.oakvillegym.com/eployment/
Q: What is the minimum age requirement?
A: Candidates can begin the CIT program as early as 13-15 years old.
Q: How long is the CIT training program?
A: The length of the program is four full days over 2 weekends. The CIT is then paired with a
recreational coach in a real coaching environment for practical learning.
Q: Can students earn their 40 volunteer hours for school as a CIT?
A: Yes. Oakville Gymnastics is a non-profit organization and meets the requirements to sign off on
volunteer hours required for your Ontario Secondary School Diploma.
(Continued on next page…)
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Thinking of becoming a level 1 (Foundations) gymnastics coach?
A CIT must be a minimum of 15 years of age, and complete courses and
training offered through Gymnastics Ontario. OGC’s Recreational
Program Director, and Manager can provide you with more information.
Or you can visit Gym Ontario’s website at http://www.gymnasticsontario/
eduation
*Great job for students as it’s flexible, part-time or full-time, weekends,
evenings and after school.
By: Kathleen LePalme

Our WAG athletes have just returned home from the 2017 Atlantis Crown
Invitational! Learn all about their trip and competition results in our February
FastTrack edition.

OGC hosted the first Ontario Acro Cup of the
season December 16th, 2017. More to come in
our February FastTrack edition.
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OGC’s Christmas Banquet.
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HAPPY HOLIDAYS
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MANY THANKS TO OUR OGC SPONSORS AND PARTNERS FOR THEIR
CONTINUED AND VALUED SUPPORT
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